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I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization of the power system plays a major role in thermal power plants energy production. The challenges of the engineers are to optimize the real power of the generator and to minimize the fuel cost and emission of the power plant. Most of the literature papers concentrate on combined economic emission dispatch problem without considering valve point effect loading. Actually the power plant has multiple steam valves, so it is necessary to consider the valve point effect loading. Therefore solution of the dispatch problem is also more accurate when the dispatch problem with valve point effect loading is solved. The methods used or developed to solve the multi objective dispatch problems formulated by using penalty factors are described in the paper. .The combined fuel cost function and emission function without valve point effect is formulated by Weighted Sum Method (WSM) using PSO algorithm in [17] , [18] and Evolutionary programming in [19] .The combined fuel cost function and emission function without valve point effect is formulated by various price penalty factors approaches using recursive algorithm in [20] . MaxMax price penalty factor method using quadratic programming in [21] , security constrained unit commitment problem algorithm in [22] , sequential approach with matrix frame work in [23] , PSO in [24] , Improved back propagation neural network in [25] , and Lagrange's method in [26] . The combined fuel cost function without valve point effect and emission function with valve point effect is formulated using PSO algorithm in [15] . The combined fuel cost function with valve point effect and emission function with valve point effect is formulated using Improved PSO algorithm with carbon tax considered in [14] , Improved pattern search in [16] using WSM method, and Lagrange's method in [27] . Most of the literature papers reported that the multi objective dispatch problem is solved using the WSM and Max-Max penalty factors. The paper proposes two penalty factors Min-Max and Max-Min in order to solve the multi-criteria dispatch problem with or without valve point effect as described by equation (5) and (14) respectively. The optimization problem is solved on the basis of the Lagrange's method. The paper consists of five parts. Part 1 describes the introduction of the dispatch problem, economic dispatch problem formulation is presented in part 2, part 3 covers Lagrange's method for multi-criteria dispatch problem, simulation results and conclusion are given in part 4 and part 5 respectively.
II. ECONOMIC DISPATCH PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Fuel Cost Function
The fuel cost of the economic dispatch problem can be formulated as
where 
where h i -Price penalty factor
D. Formulation of Price Penalty Factors of Multi-Criteria Dispatch Problem without Valve Point Effect
The fuel cost and emission function are correlated with any one of the following price penalty factors. The paper uses six types of penalty factor for the multi-criteria dispatch problem, as follows:
The ratio of minimum fuel cost and maximum emission is called Min-Max Penalty factor [26] , [27] . It can be formulated as
The ratio of maximum fuel cost and maximum emission is called Max-Max Penalty factor [20] to [25] . It can be formulated as
The ratio of minimum fuel cost and minimum emission is called Min-Min Penalty factor [20] . It can be formulated as
The ratio of maximum fuel cost and minimum emission is called Max-Min Penalty factor [26] , [27] . It can be formulated as
The average of the Min-Max, Max-Max, Min-Min, and Max-Min is called the average penalty factor [20] . It can be formulated as 
Apart from the penalty factors discussed above, a common penalty factor [20] exists for the multi-criteria dispatch problem. It can be formulated as follows 
Fuel cost function without valve point effect loading and emission function with valve point effect:
Fuel cost function and emission function with valve point effects:
F. Formulation of Price Penalty Factors of Multi-Criteria Dispatch Problem with Valve Point Effect
The fuel cost and emission functions with valve point effect are correlated with any one of the following price penalty factors. The paper uses six types of penalty factors for the multi-criteria dispatch problem as follows:
The ratio of minimum fuel cost and maximum emission with valve point effect is called Min-Max Penalty factor. It can be formulated as
The ratio of maximum fuel cost and maximum emission with valve point effect is called Max-Max Penalty factor. It can be formulated as
The ratio of minimum fuel cost and minimum emission with valve point effect is called Min-Min Penalty factor. It can be formulated as
The ratio of maximum fuel cost and minimum emission with valve point effect is called Max-Min Penalty factor. It can be formulated as
The average of the Min-Max, Max-Max, Min-Min, and Max-Min with valve point effect is called the average penalty factor. It can be formulated as
Apart from the penalty factors discussed above, a common penalty factor exist for the multi-criteria dispatch problem. It can be formulated as follows 
G. Constraints of the Dispatch Problem
The combined economic dispatch problems with criterion functions (5) and (14) are solved for every type of the price penalty factors (6) to (11) and (15) to (20) under the constraints:
where P G -Total power generation of the system P D -Total demand of the system Generator operational limit constraints ,min ,max , 1,
where P i, min -Minimum value of real power allowed at generator i P i, max -Maximum value of real power allowed at generator i
IV. FORMULATION OF LAGRANGE'S METHOD FOR MULTI-CRITERIA DISPATCH PROBLEM
A. Multi-Criteria Dispatch Problem without Valve Point Effect Loading
The objective function in this case, is described by equation (5) . The optimization problem is to find the optimal active power , 1, i P i n  produced by the generators in such a way that the criterion (5) is minimized and the constraints (21), (22) are satisfied. The problem has to be solved for every one of the price penalty factors (6) to (11) . The problem is solved using Lagrange's method by introduction of the Lagrange's variable λ and formulation of a Lagrange's function:
The solution for the multi-criteria dispatch problem from equation (5), subject to the constraints (21) and (22) with penalty factors (6) or (7) or (8) or (9) or (10) or (11) is transferred to the problem for minimization of L according to , 1, ,
under the constraints (22) .
Necessary conditions for optimality for solution of the problem (24) , are:
Condition (25) is:
The real power P i, without valve point effect can be found from the equation (27) as follows:
B. Multi-Criteria Dispatch Problem with Valve Point Effect Loading
The multi-criteria dispatch problem with valve point effect loading is formulated in the following way -find the optimal values of the active power , 1, i P i n  in such a way that the criterion function (14) is minimized for every type of the price penalty factors (15) to (20) under the constraints (21), (22) . The Lagrange's function is determined in the same way as above
The solution for the multi-criteria dispatch problem (29), subject to the constraints (21) and (22) with penalty factors (15) or (16) or (17) or (18) or (19) or (20) is transferred to the problem for minimization of L according to , 1, ,
The necessary condition for optimality (25) has the following expression
Then the real power P i with valve point effect can be calculated by an iteration procedure starting form a initial values of , 1,
If the value of the Lagrange's multiplier λ is known and some initial guess for the values of the active power P i produced by the generators is available, the equation (31) can be solved to determine an updated value of the active power P i with valve point effect.
C. Algorithm of the Lagrange's Method
The value of λ is unknown and has to be found from the necessary condition for optimality (26) This condition is found from (24) to be:
Equation (32) is not a function of λ, but represents the gradient of L according to λ. At the optimal solution this gradient has to be equal to zero. As analytical solution is not possible the gradient procedure for calculation of λ has to be developed as follows ( 1) 
where k is the iteration number and , 0: km  , m is the given maximum number of iterations.
is determined by the equation (32) and  is the step of the gradient procedure. The calculations start from some given initial value of the Lagrange's variable (0) .  When during the iterations 0  , the optimal solution for the Lagrange's variable is obtained. It will determine the optimal solution for the power that has to be produced by the generators.
The obtained solutions for
have to belong to the constraint domain (22) . That is why for every step of the gradient procedure, the obtained solution is fit to the constraint domain following the procedure
The condition for end of the iteration is (32) where (1) P is substituted. 6) The condition (35) is checked. If it is fulfilled the calculations stop, if not, improved value of (1)   is calculated using equation (33) 7) Calculations of the improved values of (2) i i PP  is done as using equations (28) or (31) with or without valve point effect. Iterations continue until condition (35) is satisfied until the maximum number of iterations m is reached. 8) The optimal solution is used to calculate the total cost, using equations (5), and (14) . The algorithm of the method is shown in Fig. 1 .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS OF MULTI-CRITERIA DISPATCH PROBLEM
The five generator system is represented by fuel cost and emission coefficients with valve point effect and real power limits as given in Table I . The problem is formulated as a Multi-objective function using the various penalty factors. The dispatch problem is solved in Matlab environment. The Lagrange's method is used to obtain the solution of the dispatch problem. The solution of the multi-criteria dispatch problem without valve point effect loading is shown in Table II to Table VII for the considered penalty factors (6) to (11) . The comparison of the dispatch problem solution for the various penalty factors without valve point effect is shown in Table VIII .
The comparison is done for the maximum power demand of P D = 400 [MW] . Since the bigger variations in the dispatch problem solution exists for maximum power demand . The results show that the fuel cost and emission values are the same for various penalty factors without valve point effect. The Min-Max penalty factor provides minimum fuel cost of combined dispatch problem in compare to other penalty factors. The solution of the multicriteria dispatch problem with valve point effect loading is shown in Table IX to Table XIV Read the system data λ 0 , ε, a, b, c,w,x, d, e, f, y,z,P 0 ,P min , P max n, P D, α, m
Using equation (33) Calculate Δλ k-1 using equation (32) Check constraints P min , P max for every element P i k Using equation (34) Calculate P k using equation (28) or (31) Calculate the cost function using equation (5) VI. CONCLUSION
The multi-criteria dispatch problem of both fuel cost function and emission function are formulated without and with valve point effect loading. The Lagrange's algorithm is developed for the solution of the dispatch problem. The five generator multi-objective dispatch problem is solved separately with and without valve point effect for various price penalty factors such as i)Min-Max ii) Max-Max, iii)Min-Min, iv)Max-Min, v)Average, and v) Common. It concludes that Min-Max price penalty factor is good to yield the minimum fuel cost, and combined dispatch problem fuel cost values in comparison to other penalty factors. The comparison results of the solution of the dispatch problem with and without valve point effect show that, there exist smaller variations in fuel cost, emission, combined fuel cost, and computation time. 
